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ABSTRACT 

During the melt processing of superconducting wires and tapes a number of partial liquid 
phase regions are entered, and the type and amount of second phases that exist in the melt before 
cooling are critical in determining the microstructure of the final material. The decomposition 
pathway of Bi2Sr2CaCu20x (Bi2212) with 0, 2, and 10 wt. % Ag added has been examined at 1 
bar P 0 2 by performing SEM/EDS analysis on oil quenched samples. A variety of quaternary 
phase diagrams were constructed to describe the evolution of the phase assemblage with 
temperature. At all Ag contents, Bi2212 first undergoes a peritectic reaction producing (Sri. 
x Ca x ) 1 4 Cu 2 4 0 4 1 (14,24), Bi2(Sri.xCax)4Ox (24x), and liquid. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently, processing in the partially molten regime is one of the most widely used 
techniques for producing highly textured Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox (Bi2212) wires and tapes.1"4 During 
processing a variety of peritectic reactions can occur depending on the maximum processing 
temperature and the oxygen partial pressure. The type and amount of second phases that exist in 
the melt before cooling is a critical factor in determining the microstructure of the final material.5 

It has been shown that the existence of second phases can have a variety of effects on the current 
carrying capacity of Bi2212 wires and tapes. Some second phases seem to exacerbate the weak-
link problems associated with these materials, while others may act as flux pinning centers and 
actually increase Jc when distributed properly.2'4 Most melt processing studies have been unable 
to determine whether the final second phase content is due to phases that form during the 
peritectic reactions and are retained during cooling or, instead, crystallize from the melt during 
cooling. Obviously, it is necessary to understand the details of the peritectic reactions that are 
initiated during melt processing in order to properly control the final microstructure. 

While the use of Ag as a substrate has been shown to increase the degree of texture of 
melt processed tapes, the eutectic reaction of Ag with Bi2212 further complicates the 
understanding of the partial melting.6 It is well known that Ag reduces the first solidus 
temperature of Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox (Bi2212) by 15-25°C depending on oxygen partial pressure.7 

Many decomposition studies have been done using samples on Ag tapes or substrates. In these 
cases it is not clear how to quantify the Ag content of the samples.8*11 Of the studies that have 
been done, there is some disagreement on the exact nature of the peritectic reactions initiated 
during melting. In 100% 0 2 , it has been reported that the pertitectic melting of Bi2212 results in 
liquid, (Sr 1. xCa x) 1 4Cu 2 40 4i (14,24), and Bi 9SrnCa 5O x (9H.5).9 Others have reported the 
decomposition products to be liquid, (14,24), and Bi 2(Sri. xCa x) 4O x (24x), 1 0 or liquid, (14,24), and 
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Bi2(Sri-x,Cax)303 (23x).1 2 In order to clarify the effects of both Ag content and P0 2 , controlled 
studies which clearly control both parameters needs to be performed. In this paper we discuss 
the effect of Ag content on the peritetic decomposition at 1 bar P0 2 . Further work is ongoing to 
elucidate the effect of PO2. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

Commercial Bi2212(Kalichemie) was heat treated in flowing dry air at 860°C-870°C to 
minimize second phases and increase homogeneity. The resulting powder was thoroughly mixed 
with 2 and 10 wt.% Ag powder. ICP-AES analysis was done to assure homogeneity of the 
starting material. Samples consisted of approximately 50-100 mg of powder in a MgO tube 
(2mm ID, 3mm OD). The filled tubes were suspended in the hot zone of a vertical furnace. The 
quartz tube in the furnace was evacuated and backfilled with 100% O2. Samples were held at 
temperature in a flowing atmosphere for 30 minutes and then dropped into an oil bath. Cross 
sections of the tubes were mounted and polished for SEM/EDS analysis. Identified phases and 
their approximate composition ranges are given in Table 1. Thermal analysis was performed 
using a Perking Elmer DTA-7. Pressed pellets (20mg) were run in MgO cups and were 
surrounded with MgO powder to minimize discontinuities in thermal contact between the sample 
and cup. The scans were performed at 5°C/min. 

Table 1 The solid phases observed by SEM/EDS and their solid solution ranges. 
Phase Nomenclature x 
(Sr1.]ICax)i4Cu2404i 14,24 .25 - .35 
(Sr I. xCa x)Cu0 2 11 .32 - .45 
(Sr 1. xCa x) 2Cu0 3 21 .63 -.80 
(Cai.xSr0O 10 .02 - .05 
Bi2(Sr1.xCax)4Oy 24x .30 - .35 
BizCSr^Ca^Oy 23x .27 - .33 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

DTA results show that the peritetic decomposition temperature is reduced by 22-27°C 
with the addition of Ag (Fig. 1). However, there are numerous overlapping events and 
identifying specific endotherms with reactions could not be done without additional information. 
Phases identified in the SEM/EDS drop-tube experiments could be correlated to the DTA events 
(Table 2). Figure 2 shows the decomposition pathway of Bi2212 in 100% 0 2 . The first 
peritectic reaction, Bi2212 - > (14,24) + 24x + L, occurs at 899°C. The (14,24) and 24x both 
have a blocky appearance with a slight preference for growth along one axis. Between 930°C 
and 940°C, (21) begins to nucleate from the liquid. The (21) has a very regular prismatic needle 
shape and shows a marked preference for growth along one axis. With the addition of Ag this 
reaction remains the same, although it is lowered in temperature. At 2 wt. % Ag, all of the Ag is 
soluble in the ceramic liquid. No solubility of Ag in any of the solid phases was found up to the 
EDS detection limits. With 10 wt.% Ag added, the solubility limit of the liquid is exceeded, and 
the excess Ag remains as either a separate solid phase or as an immiscible liquid above 923°C. 
By 944°C, the (14,24) has undergone a peritectic decomposition into (11) and liquid. The (11) 
has a similar prismatic shape to the (21) but tends to grow much thicker and less needle-like. 



Again, the addition of Ag only acts to depress the temperature at which these reactions occur. 
Until 960°C, (11), (21), 24x, and liquid remain in equilibrium. At this point the liquid 
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Figure 1. DTA scans showing that the onset temperatures for decomposition of Bi2212 and 
subsequent phases varies with Ag content. 

composition is close to the plane formed by 24x, (21), and B12212. The (11) slowly dissolves as 
the liquid composition nears this plane and disappears when they intersect, leaving 24x, (21), and 
liquid in equilibrium. The 24x melts soon after this, shifting the liquid composition onto the 
plane formed by (21), (10), and Bi2212 causing (10) to begin nucleating from the liquid. The 
(10) is nearly cubical and rarely grows above 5p:m on a side. The addition of Ag seems to lower 
the temperature at which the (10) nucleates so that there now exists a phase region in which 24x, 
(11), (21), (10), and liquid are in equilibrium. In the Ag free system the (21) and (10) remain 
stable up to 992°C. Based on the SrO-CaO-CuO phase diagram, one would expect the (21) to 
decompose first followed by the (10). No attempt was made to study the system at 
temperatures above 1000°C, and it is expected that that the final liquidus temperature is well in 
excess on this temperature. The positions of the thermal events in figure 1 are consistent with the 
drop tube data. The first endotherm has an onset of 899°C and clearly corresponds with the 
melting of Bi2212. The second event has an onset of 936°C and seems to correspond with the 
melting of the (14,24) phase. The next event is quite broad and is probably the sum of at least 
two events. The drop tube experiments suggest that the (11) and 24x phases completely melt 
within approximately 5°C of each other between 960°C and 966°C, which could easily account 
for the third broad endotherm with an onset of 954°C. With added Ag this third event does seem 
to split as is suggested in the quenching results in which the decomposition temperature of the 
(11) is lowered relative to that of the 24x with increasing Ag content. 
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Figure 2. A series of quaternary phase diagrams illustrating the decomposition pathway of 
Bi2212 in 100% 0 2 . 

CONCLUSIONS 

B12212 undergoes a series of peritectic decompositions between the solidus and the 
Hquidus. In order to understand the decomposition sequence, a quaternary representation of the 
phase diagram is required since the Sr:Ca ratio is not constant for the various phases involved so 



that the standard representation based on collapsing the Sr and Ca axis is misleading. In the 
quaternary representation, the data are consistent with a path which conserves atomic species and 
conforms with the phase rule. 

Table 2. The equilibrium solid phases of samples heated to the indicated temperatures in 
100% 0 2 as determined by SEM/EDS. 

0%Ag 2 % Ag 10% Ag 
Temp(°C) Solid Phases Temp(°C) Solid Phases Temp(°C) Solid Phases 

902 14,24+24x 900 14.24+24x 900 14,24+24x ;•-' 
912 ]4,24+24x 910 14,24+24x • 
930 J4,24+24x 91S 14,24+24x 
942 14,24+24x+21 926 14,24+24x+21 918 14,24+24x+21 

922 14,24+24x+21 
943; < 14,24+24x+21+ll 
944 24x+ll+21 929 24x+ll+21 929 24x+ll+21 
945 24x+ll+21 933 24x+ll+21 
948 24x+ll+21 944 24x+ll+21 
952 24x+ll+21 952 24x+ll+21 
960 24x+ll+21 
963 21+24x • 956 24x+l1+21+10 939 24x+l1+21+10 

960 24x+21+10 940 24x+21+10 
944 24x+21+10 

966 21+10 966 21+10 955 21+10 
973 21+10 
992 21+10 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 


